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Summary slide

u Map out the pion parton structure at large x, (x > 0.1)
n 1)  DY data : separate valence and sea distributions in the pion 

n Data with BOTH positive and negative pion beams – compare cross sections
n 2) J/! and !’ data : infer pion valence and gluon distributions

n Separate J/! and !’ –

u Nuclear dependence at large x 
n Improve our knowledge of the EMC effect – first look at the flavor dependence of the  

nuclear mean field
n Data with BOTH positive and negative pion beams – compare cross sections
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These three fundamental measurements will be achieved using the same data set
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Necessary instrumentation upgrades

u AMBER Phase I

n Better beam particle identification (partly done, to be continued ) 

n Better mass resolution (urgently needed) 

n Better trigger efficiency (future performances should be maximized) 

n Good luminosity measurement (aim at cross sections measurements < 3-5%)  

u Remarks on the measurement of charmonium states (other than J/psi)
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1) Beam particle identification - CEDARs

u Beam composition CERN/M2 line

u Secondary beams are not pure beams 
n Two Cerenkov counters identify the beam hadron
n Need good efficiency (>90%) and good purity (90%)

u Beam trackers (Si?) necessary to reconstruct beam tracks  
n Better definition of the beam trajectory 
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T H E C E D A R D E T E C T O R

Figure 3.1: Picture of CEDAR detector in the M2 beam line overlaid by an illus-
trated cut though the detector. The high pressure vessel containing
helium was covered by an insulation box to shield the vessel against
thermal and physical influences.

Two ChErencov Differential counter with Achromatic Ring focus (CEDAR)-
N detectors were placed about 30m upstream of the COMPASS target in
the beam line (see figure 2.4). Those detectors were built in the late
70s and provided since today a tool to the physicists for beam particle
identification at high beam energies. Only basic knowledge about those
detectors, important for the comprehension of performances, is com-
mitted here. A very detailed description of this detector can be found
in [61, 62].

3.1 the functional principle

The sketch 3.2 depicts the principle of particle separation in hadron beams
of fixed particle momenta. Charged particles traversing a transparent
medium faster than the speed of light in this matter emit Cherenkov
light. Having same momentum but different masses the angles of the
light cones differ. Already a simple concave mirror at the very end of the
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Table 1: The main parameters of the M2 hadron beam.

Parameter Value
Length of beam line from primary target to COMPASS target 1131.8m
Maximum beam momentum (high-energy mode) 280GeV/c
Maximum beam momentum (normal mode) 225GeV/c
Angular acceptance: Horizontal ±1.0mrad
Angular acceptance: Vertical ±2.5mrad
Angular acceptance: Solid angle 7.8µsr
Momentum acceptance ±8%
Momentum resolution 1%
Spot size at COMPASS target (�x⇥�y) 7⇥8mm2

Divergence at COMPASS target (�x⇥�y) 80µrad⇥200µrad

Table 2: The relative composition of the hadron beam at the COMPASS target for some typical momenta. It
does not include the e± component, which is still present at 100 GeV/c but rapidly decreasing at higher momenta
due to synchrotron radiation. The composition values are calculated from measured values [5] and their relative
uncertainties amount to 1% for pions and proton, and 2–3% for kaons and antiprotons.

Momentum Positive beams Negative beams
(GeV/c) ⇡+ K+ p ⇡� K� p̄

100 0.618 0.015 0.367 0.958 0.018 0.024
160 0.360 0.017 0.623 0.966 0.023 0.011
190 0.240 0.014 0.746 0.968 0.024 0.008
200 0.205 0.012 0.783 0.969 0.024 0.007

the beam is given in Table 2 for a few typical beam momenta.

3.2 Electron beam

A tertiary electron beam can be produced on demand. For this purpose, a 5mm thick lead plate (also
called “electron target") equivalent to 90% of a radiation length is moved into the beam line at the end of
the first FODO section, about 680m downstream of the primary production target (see Fig. 5). A high-
intensity negative hadron beam of 100GeV/c, which contains electrons at the level of 10%, is directed to
the electron target. The hadrons mostly traverse the lead target, as its thickness is equivalent to only about
3% of an interaction length. In contrast, most of the electrons of the beam lose energy by bremsstrahlung.
The outgoing electrons have a momentum spectrum that extends up to the momentum of the parent beam
but with very low intensity yielding useful electron energies of up to 50GeV. The required electron
momentum is selected with the beam line magnets located downstream of the lead target. For the nominal
energies of 15, 20 and 40GeV, which are used for the calibration of the electromagnetic calorimeters,
intensities up to a few 104 electrons per spill are routinely reached.

3.3 Beam particle identification

Two CEDAR detectors are installed 30m before the COMPASS target region. They were designed to
provide fast beam particle identification at high rates for particle momenta up to 300GeV/c [6].

3.3.1 The principle of operation and the mechanical design

The principle of operation of a CEDAR detector is illustrated in Fig. 6. For a beam containing particles
of different types but the same momentum, the angles of the emitted Cherenkov photons differ due to the
different masses. The Cherenkov photons are focused onto the photon detectors using a a mirror and a
system of lenses (lens, corrector, condenser). This results in rings of photons at the focal plane whereby
compensating for the chromatic aberration in the gas, which is mandatory for a proper separation of the



2) Good mass resolution (with an absorber installed) 

u COMPASS-type resolution (MC estimates)
n NH3 : 143 MeV
n Al : 223 MeV
n W : 351 MeV

These numbers are too large and not enough to 
separate J/! and !’
u A vertex detector (nb of stations?) should improve 

the resolution by at least a factor of 2:
n high counting rate capability
n good time resolution ( ≲ 10 ns)
n good spatial resolution (< 100 µm)
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Figure 31: Experimental setup for the proposed Drell-Yan and charmonium measurements. Top: sketch of target system and hadron absorber. Bottom: Extended setup.
The beam enters from the left.



Improved trigger and veto system 

u Trigger efficiency
n Optimal scintillator efficiency: > 95%
n Optimized coincidence: > 95%
n Total efficiency: aim at > 90% 

u Veto dead time
n Optimized veto dead time ( < 10%) 
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3.5 Trigger and veto system

The trigger system enables to select the relevant physic event candidates. It is composed by
scintillator hodoscopes distributed along the spectrometer allowing a large angular coverage.
Also, a veto system permits to suppress ambiguous events involving the detection of muons
from the halo beam3. It is located upstream of the targets as illustrated in Fig. 3.9. Sin-

Figure 3.9: Location of trigger system hodoscopes downstream of the target and veto system hodoscopes
upstream of the target during DY data taking. The figure shows the production of a dimuon correlated
pair (in black line) and one muon from the beam decay (dotted black line) rejected by the veto system.

gle muon DY triggers include

• LAS (Large Angle Spectrometer) trigger consists of two hodoscope planes H1 (HG01Y1)
and H2 (HG02Y1, HG02Y2). The H1 and H2 planes is composed of 32 slabs. They are
located between SM1 and SM2;

• Outer trigger consists of two hodoscope planes H3O (HO03Y1) and H4O (HO04Y1,
HO04Y2). The first is composed of 18 slabs and is located after SM2 whereas H4O is
composed of 16 slabs ans is located at the end of the LAS region;

• Middle trigger consists of two hodoscope stations HM04Y1 and HM05Y1. Both hodoscopes
stations are located in the SAS region and are composed of 32 slabs each.

The trigger system used during the DY data taking is based on the detection of dimuon events,
i.e. the activation of two single-muon triggers, namely a coincidence of either LAS and LAS,
LAS and Outer or LAS and Middle triggers is required. Figure 3.10 shows dimuon events as
a function of dimuon longitudinal momentum pZ (GeV) for each dimuon trigger. At large pZ,
corresponding to small polar ◊µ+µ≠ angle, the number of events is dominated by events from
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Improved trigger and veto life time means 
improved statistical accuracy 



Charmonium states identification

u !’: Amber Phase-1 
n can be measured simultaneously with J/psi
n ΔE ≃ 100 MeV

► requires a vertex detector

u χc states: Amber Phase-2
n detect photon and J/psi in coincidence
n very good resolution needed, ΔE ≃ 15 MeV

► no absorber

u #c state: Amber Phase-2
n e.g.: detect $ and $̅ (BR = 1.5 10+,)

► no absorber
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HERA-B experiment 

ECAL of reconstructed electrons or positrons from photon
conversions before the magnet. Since the average dilepton
triggered data run contains several thousands of such re-
constructible conversions, the method affords a detailed
check of the stability of photon detection efficiency over
the run as well as a check of the MC. The tracks from the
converted photons are required to share a common silicon
vertex detector track segment and to have hits in the OTR
chamber immediately before the ECAL (to discriminate
against electrons, which start to shower before the ECAL).
When using the positron from such a pair as a probe, the
electron (‘‘tag’’) is also required to have an associated
ECAL cluster with a deposited energy compatible with
the electron track momentum (and vice versa). For selected
electron and positron probes, the ECAL is searched for a
geometrically matching cluster and the ratio of the depos-
ited ECAL energy to the track momentum (‘‘E=p ratio’’) is
entered into a histogram. Signal-to-background ratios of
the order of 15 are achieved. The E=p ratio histogram of
the probe as well as the corresponding E=p histogram
of the tag are fitted to Gaussians to describe the signal and
third order polynomials for the background description.
The fit describes the data well with !2 values, typically
equal to or less than the number of degrees of freedom. The
efficiency is extracted from the fit parameters. The ratio of
MC efficiencies estimates to the efficiency derived by this
method is found to be 1:144! 0:034, with the quoted
uncertainty dominated by run-to-run variations. Roughly
half the difference between efficiency estimates from MC

and data can be attributed to a higher ECAL cluster multi-
plicity in the data compared with the MC—when a cluster
caused by a photon from a !c overlaps with another cluster,
the photon’s measured energy becomes too large and the
mass estimate incorrect. The remaining ( " 7%) discrep-
ancy is not understood but is likely due to cases where the
energy deposited by the photon (electron) is considerably
less than would be expected from Gaussian statistics.
In Table V, the values of efficiency and the width of !c1

and !c2 are reported for the two lepton channels and for the
different target materials.

VI. EVENT COUNTING

A. J=c counting

a. The muon channel: The"þ"$ invariant mass spectra
for C, Ti, and W samples as well as the summed spectrum
are shown in Fig. 3 along with a fitted curve. The fit in-
cludes the J=c and c ð2SÞ peaks, each described by a su-
perposition of three Gaussians with a common mean plus a
radiative tail to describe the photon emission process c !
"þ"$# [29], and an exponential to describe the back-
ground. The numbers of J=c within the mass window used
for !c selection are reported in Table VI.
b. The electron channel: The eþe$ invariant mass spec-

tra for the different materials and the full sample are shown
in Fig. 4. The fit used for the signals (J=c and c ð2SÞ)
includes a Gaussian for the right part of the peaks and,
for the left part, a Breit-Wigner to take into account the

TABLE V. Photon detection efficiencies and the expected widths of !M peaks for !c1 and !c2

for the muon (first part) and the electron (second part) channels.

Mat. "!c1
# (%) $!c1

(the electron (second part) channels.) "!c2
# (%) $!c2

(MeV=c2)

C 40:5! 0:4 30:2! 0:4 41:2! 0:2 33:0! 0:2
W 37:1! 0:5 32:0! 0:7 38:2! 0:3 34:3! 0:5
Ti 41:3! 1:3 31:6! 0:8 41:4! 0:8 30:2! 0:3
C 39:6! 0:6 32:1! 0:4 40:4! 0:3 33:0! 0:2
W 38:6! 1:0 33:7! 0:8 38:3! 0:6 35:4! 0:4
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FIG. 3 (color online). "þ"$ invariant mass spectra in the muon channel for C (a), W (b), Ti (c), and full sample (d). The bin width is
15 MeV=c2.

I. ABT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 79, 012001 (2009)
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